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In Waterford City we are very fortunate to have  some of the best preserved 
medieval towers and walls in Ireland. Over the years great efforts have been 
made to protect and conserve what is left of these important structures and 
we are indebted to all those responsible. However as I am sure many would 
agree, today the walls often go unnoticed – not just by the visitor, but also by 
locals alike. I am therefore very pleased to introduce this Interpretative Plan 
for Waterford’s Medieval City Walls, which will help guide how we bring these  
wonderful reminders of  our city’s history  ‘back to life’,  playing a greater role in 
the regeneration of our city and the lives of everyone who lives and visits here.

Councillor Joe Kelly
Mayor of Waterford City and County Council

October 2021
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Waterford’s fine collection of fortified medieval walls and 
towers play a very important role. They are prominent 
landmarks that greatly influence the character of the 
city, while also providing a tangible link to the long and 
fascinating story of the city. At present, however, there 
exists very little interpretation of these structures, their 
significance, and the stories they hold.  

The city centre is an inviting place of modest human scale 
dimensions, buildings nestled reassuringly comfortable 
within their context. This elegantly scaled city wears its 
rich heritage lightly, the street plan reflecting traditional 
routes taken by the early settlers to reach the river and 
only through excavations as the city developed, revealing 
remains of the gates and walls that once held this city 
so closely within. It was an original gated community. 
As they pass a stretch of wall while going about their 
everyday business how many citizens are aware of their 
presence or significance? 

Waterford City is fortunate with such built heritage, with 
the most intact and extensive urban medieval walls in 
Ireland thus meriting national importance. Originally 
there were up to seventeen towers protecting the city, 
of which six of the structures have survived,including 
French Tower, Double Tower  and Semi-Lunar Tower. 
Entry would have been gained into Waterford by 5-6 
landward gates, 3 internal gates, 6 quay gates and 
several posterns. Although the gates are lost, some of 
the names survive e.g., Colbeck Gate, St. Martin’s Gate, 
Lady’s Gate, and John’s Gate (entry to the city specially 
angled to meet the bridge and deter invaders as traitors’ 
heads were displayed there).  

This Interpretation Plan for Waterford’s Medieval City 
Walls was commissioned by Rosemary Ryall, the 
Conservation Officer of Waterford City and County 
Council with funding from the Irish Walled Towns 
Network. 

It has been researched and produced by The Paul 
Hogarth Company with Elspeth Wills. Through this 
plan their aim was to enhance these wonderful heritage 
assets, heightening engagement between the walls, 
visitors and locals and contributing to the social and 
economic regeneration of the city. 

This Interpretation Plan is not just to interpret the 
obvious but to also consider experiences for locals and 
visitors, informing and guiding the design and content of 
interpretation for the medieval walls of Waterford. 

The process to inform this Plan included desktop 
research, site analysis and consultation with a wide 
variety of stakeholders and the general public. The 
Conservation Section of the Waterford City & County 
Council and the consultancy team would like to thank 
all who contributed, helping us inform the concepts 
which we hope will meet the aspirations of the people of 
Waterford for their city into the future.  

Introduction 
At over eleven hundred years old, Waterford is Ireland’s longest established city and holds a truly special place in understanding 
the island’s tumultuous history. Occupying a prime strategic location between two rivers, it combined Ireland’s natural 
topography along with stone curtain walls, towers, gates, and ditches to form a complete enclosure establishing a tangible 
distinction between those lucky to be inside and the often-unfriendly outsider.  

Visible City Walls 

Non Visible City Walls
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84 
Responses

A. Waterford’s City Walls
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Waterford’s Relationship with its Walls 
Waterford’s Medieval Walls belong to the people of the city.  A starting point for this assignment was to therefore ask the 
public for their opinions. Through active engagement with residents and key stakeholders, this plan has been guided by 
their unique experience and perspectives. 

The incredibly positive response from our online public consultation conclusively proved that Waterford’s distinctive identity 
is intact, with 100% of respondents knowing that the city has medieval walls.  Many respondents eagerly noted interventions 
that would raise awareness and reinforce their setting, from simple measures to the latest light technology. It became 
apparent from this process that the walls were merely hidden in plain sight.  

The following pages outline the key findings.

84 
Responses 92% 

of responses believe the Walls are 
very imortant for Waterford
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Which Locations in the City Centre do you think best show the Walls? 

Viking Triangle
Manor Street

Patrick’s Street

Railway SquareBeach Tower
Reginald’s Tower

Brown’s Lane 

Castle Street The Mall 

Please explain your answer to the previous question here:

“As a fortified city the walls were an important part 
of Waterfords early success and prosperity and can 
be again, they link us to the past and provide a great 
staging point for events. Unfortunately many parts 
of the walls are in back sites and not emphasised or 
cared for. That has started to change in recent years 
with good work by the council.”

“As the oldest city in Ireland, all connections 
to its history have vital cultural and economic 

significance.”

“Our history is a story that should not be forgotten.”

“A striking, intrinsic feature; history surrounding us.”

“They are our heritage. 
The few reminders of our 

medieval period, boldly 
standing out. They represent 

the city and all who lived 
there. They gave those who 
lived there the fortification 

and sovereignty from a 
world of factions. They were 

a symbol of wealth and 
might. Waterfords walls are 

mostly intact, and, in good 
condition.”

“Properly preserved and made accessible, the existing towers could be used to illustrate the 
life of medieval Waterford. The walls and towers are part of what we are. The museums are 
wonderful but they are not set in the landscape in which they were built like the walls and 

towers are”.

“Historical significance”
“We have such a large amount of wall, it’s an absolute 
treasure and from a historical and a tourist point of view 
it’s almost an untapped treasure.”

“Rare to find such ancient 
walls still standing.”

“They are the basis of the city - it's 
foundation & international importance & 

European connection”
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“They should be celebrated more. They are a 
real physical, tangible connection to our past.”

Do you have any other comments about the walls? 

“I would love to see a 
more comprehensive 
walking trail set up 
to really appreciate 
the route of the 
Walls. Our city is 
amazing and it 
could be highlighted 
to a much greater 
degree.”

“This is a wonderful project & long overdue. I wish 
everyone involved the best of luck. 

Thank you.”

“Preserve what’s left and make us all proud of our heritage.”

“Just that there has been some great restoration 
work carried out on them in the last few years and 
it's something that should continue.”

“I think there should be a trail, 
guiding people around the 
walls, with points of interest 
where people can stop and 
read/view.” “Love to see more work cleaning up weeds etc. 

off the walls. Open up towers etc.”

“I think an archway over Manor Street 
connecting the two sides of the walls 
would give a great "welcome" to the 
city.”

“Any development  planned in the vicinity of the walls should 
be complementary to them. They should be showcased!”

make the walls accessible

Signage

Maintenance

Showcasedlighting

 Landscape Surrounding Areas

Walking ToursRestoration

InvestmentInterpretation

Medieval Festival Celebration

Education
Seating Connection

Tours

“Integrating them 
better into the fabric of 

the city , transforming 
them from boundary to 

artefact.”

How do you think the walls could be better looked after?
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Audiences
Waterford City and County form an integral part of Fáilte 
Ireland’s Southeast, a region within Ireland’s ‘Ancient 
East’ which overall attracted 4m domestic visitors in 
2019. The Walls fit well within one of Fáilte Ireland’s 
target clusters within the American market which they 
categorise as ‘the culturally curious’ especially those 
who enjoy the freedom to learn by themselves. Within 
the domestic market families with young children who 
are looking for quality time together are an obvious 
target for the Walls, as younger children love running 
around outside and are well versed in knights, medieval 
defences and battles. This largely pedestrianised city 
centre also lends itself to this demographic, with wide 
areas of public realm for children to scoot and play.

The Walls have a key part to play in reinforcing Waterford 
as one of Ireland’s fastest growing tourism destinations 
and comfortably fits within the city’s overall branding to 
‘Explore Ireland’s oldest city.’ 

Waterford is expanding both as a place to live and work, 
topping Ireland’s first liveability index as the best place 
to live. Waterford’s prime audience profile is seen as 
of equal shared importance between local people and 
visitors – this will be the driver setting the style and 
content of all proposed interpretation projects. 

It should be acknowledged that at the time of writing, 
the global economy is still very much in a state of flux 
due to the impact of Covid-19 pandemic which will 
impact on the reach of audience. Fortunately, the setting 
of the heritage asset is outdoors which will provide 
comfort to visitors in these times. The walls could act as 
a main motivator forging connections between them to 
the more vibrant parts within the city and in turn reach 
new audiences. These new linkages could also subtly 
change people flows around the city making it even more 
legible, accessible, and liveable. Recent evidence from a 
pilot footfall study suggests that there are over 500,000 
movements in the city centre in an average month and 
as Waterford is cited as one of Ireland’s fastest growing 
tourism destinations the potential audience even in these 
restricted times remains substantial. 

Longer-term trends (although hard to accurately forecast) 
are likely to include: 

• A move towards more independent holidays with more 
impulsive destination decisions. 

• A growing interest in health and wellbeing, reduction 
in stress and gentle activity as well as in formal activity 
holidays. 

• A greater awareness of the environment and the need 
to care for it. More engagement with sustainable tourism. 

• A greater appetite for experiences rather than visits to 
individual sites. 

The current population of Waterford city is nearly 65,000 
rising to 83,900 if one includes the immediate suburbs, 
and over 600,000 people live within an hour’s drive 
time of the city. Successful proposals will cater to this 
substantial domestic audience whilst ensuring Failte 
Ireland’s ‘Culturally Curious’ category are still considered 
as a target by the client. Domestic demand is mostly 
driven by festivals, events and by those seeking a short 
leisure break with the age profile being quite broad, 
including families. Waterford walls are perfectly placed 
to harness this demographic with visitors intrigued by 
the history and wider experience. 

The cruise ship market is likely to grow alongside national 
trends although the market was adversely affected by 
the Irish Government’s ban on cruise ships entering Irish 
ports as part of their response to the pandemic. This 
is not a major market for the Walls as roughly a third of 
passengers do not leave the ship at all in port and the 
main motivator for land-based trips is souvenir shopping. 
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It is difficult to estimate the scale of outreach to locals, 
tourists and educationalists in relation to the Walls, but 
they include:  

• The City Library Service partners with other 
organisations in the ‘Towers and Tales’ Book Festival, 
designed to introduce younger pupils to reading. Since 
launching in 2015 it has attracted nearly 13,000 guests 
and is held in the grounds of Lismore Castle. Most 
Festivals in the city promote an element of outreach so 
the Towers element could be capitalised upon. 

• There are also examples of school initiatives: for 
example, the fourth year at St Stephen’s de la Salle 
went on a history tour taking in the Walls and Towers/
gates ending with a guided tour of Reginald’s Tower 
(see https://ststephensbns.com/2011-history-trail-
waterford).  
 
• The Library Service, which is very active, would be 
an ideal starting point for more detailed research.  They 
also run a series of oral history workshops and gather 
memories under a wide range of topics. From the 
response to the public consultation there is a small but 
enthusiastic appetite for telling stories about the Walls 

• Walks along the route of the City Walls have been 
conducted during the Waterford Festival of Architecture 
with Waterford Civic Trust and Conservation Officer

• The Irish Walled Town Network has prepared a 
workbook and quiz for schools on the role of walls in 
medieval towns and cities.  

• The Museum  and WCCC,Conservation, Heritage  
Archivist and Arts Officers regularly works with 
educationalists on the history of Waterford.

• Waterford Institute of Technology have also engaged 
students with their heritage through a Studio Project to 
resolve a hypothetical problem of designing a space for 
housing next to the Walls, creating the next historical 
layer. They examined tangible and intangible qualities 
including how to connect the project and its people to 
the place.

• Field trips take place by other third level institutions 
from around Ireland  such as UCC and DIT etc.

• There is also a school’s workbook on the history of 
Waterford, aimed at upper primary with a page featuring 
a sketch map of the Walls. It was compiled by the City 
Council in 2012 and issued free to all primary schools in 
the area to encourage civic pride. It has a walking tour of 
the city centre including the Walls.   
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Existing Interpretation 
Before we propose the Interpretation Strategy it is 
essential that we understand the existing provision 
within the city. The following is an analysis of the current 
forms of interpretation: 

Currently most interpretation is focused around 
Reginald’s Tower and promotes the story of the Viking as 
much as the medieval city. According to the Conservation 
Management Report (2014) comissioned by WCCC, 
there are extensive information signs and plaques where 
Walls have been conserved. These seem to be standard 
and simple – put up by the Waterford Corporation and 
including its crest, a strapline ‘Waterford’s Medieval City 
Walls’ and an outline map dividing the medieval and 
the Viking Walls with eight numbered sites and a ‘You 
are here’ against the relevant number. There is no key 
to the numbers and the signs which are quite discreet 
are metal plaques attached to the Wall. They are over 
thirty years old but remain the most effective means of 
highlighting the presence of the Walls. 

• Where there is no evidence of Walls above ground, 
their location is often marked on pavements e.g. 
outside Reginald’s Tower or with bronze plaques on 
walls – ‘line of medieval city Walls’.  

• Reginald’s Tower is occasionally floodlit, and plans 
are in hand to extend this. 

• There is a tactile 3D map of medieval Waterford for 
people who are visually impaired outside Reginald’s 
Tower put up by the Council. The location of the 
Walls is not very clear. 

• There are two glazed interpretation panels on the 
wall of The Reg Bar, one on the Viking ship and one 
on the medieval city Walls. Both are branded with 
Waterford’s Treasures. The content is excellent and 
accessible although in English only and the maps 
are decorative rather than practical. 

• There is a board inside Penney’s store with good 
content in English only covering a detailed history 
of the local stretch of wall with an illustration, maps 
and photos of the archaeological dig funded by 
Penney’s. 

• There are two framed, rather dated interpretation 
panels inside the public library in Lady’s Lane, 
whose content tells the history of the nearby walls 
and demolished tower, the archaeological dig and its 
findings: one has a series of line drawings of different 
types of walling, gates etc, the other is entirely and 
densely text based in English only. There is also the 
words ‘Lady’s Gate’ set in the paving stones outside 
the entrance.  

• Other than Reginald’s Tower there is no usage of 
Waterford’s towers which are empty and locked. 

• Blue and white plaques highlighting associations 
with famous people e.g. Thomas Meagher and 
the Mall put up by the Civic Trust. A few relate to 
features on the Walls 

• Brass plaque set in stone outside Reginald’s Tower 
using Irish name Dundory meaning ‘Fort of oak’. 

• Two interpretation panels outside Reginald’s Tower. 

• Interpretation panel close to St Martin’s Gate. 
Indecipherable - a candidate for replacement. 

• Panel at City Square as you come in from Arundel 
Square.

• Panel on St John’s Abbey.  Content good if wordy 
and features early map of area. No indication of 
ownership. In English and Irish. The Wyse family 
was granted the lands at the Dissolution of the 
Monasteries. 

• Promotion is very limited. There is none on 
TripAdvisor or on the Waterford official tourist site 
other than a recommendation to go on a tower 
hunt in the ‘Waterford in a Day’ section. There are 
however no directions on where to find the towers. 

• Digitally there is a fair amount of noise in the system 
from websites to social media but there is nothing 
specifically featuring the walls  
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Events and Festivals

• Waterford Walls: Founded in 2014, this international 
street art event runs for four days in mid-August. 
They have 57 sites throughout the city region. 
World-class national and international street artists 
are invited to paint the city’s walls with large scale 
artworks. It also runs a family-friendly programme 
of activities including live music, workshops, guided 
art trails and expert panel talks. There is a separate 
children’s street art programme.  

• Spraoi International Street Arts Festival: This 
season of events throughout Waterford city and 
county includes a four-day City Spraoi in August. 
Locations used for City Spraoi include Broad St, 
Wyse Park (music), John Roberts Square, Arundel 
Square, Gladstone Street, and Constitution Square. 
The main stages are in John Roberts Square and 
William Vincent Wallace Plaza with ticketed sound 
and light shows outside the Courthouse. The 2019 
programme of small-scale events throughout the 
city centre attracted larger audiences than when it 
was held in Wyse Park. It is the largest Festival in 
Waterford. 

• Waterford Harvest Festival is a weeklong food 
festival in early September. 

• Waterford Festival of Architecture has been held 
for a week in May. It was the first place outside 
Dublin to host such an event organised by the Irish 
Architecture Foundation. Talks, walks, tours etc are 
designed to engage local and regional public and 
specialist audiences in architecture as an artistic 
practice. 

• The ‘Behind Closed Doors’ event organised by 
the  WCCC Conservation Officer celebrated the 
rich and varied architecture in the city and offers a 
great opportunity to visit properties and spaces not 
normally open to the public such as undercrofts and 
basements.

• Imagine Arts Festivals: Held in October, this is a 
celebration of creativity in the city. 

• John Dwyer Trad Music Weekend: A programme of 
concerts, sessions etc themed on traditional Irish 
music is mounted in mid-October. 

• Waterford Winterval:  End November-Christmas. 
Events and markets are held in the run up to the 
festive season. 

• St. Patrick’s Day Parade: City centre landmarks are 
lit up in green to which the Walls could be added. 
At present it is a traditional parade through the city 
centre.  

• Summer in the City: Three months of street 
performances, art etc 

• 1848 Tricolour Celebration: Three day official and 
cultural event over a weekend in early March. 

• Waterford Living History Group has produced 
displays on early Viking life, Strongbow’s marriage 
etc 

Culture abounds in Waterford, and it enjoys a reputation as a festival city. Although most events have the potential to 
incorporate the medieval walls and so play a key part of the interpretation experience this opportunity has not been 
capitalised upon. In this section we detail the cultural heritage of the city: 
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Historically Significant Visitor Experiences 

• House of Waterford Visitor Centre is ranked as the 
top-rated attraction within the area.  

• Waterford Treasures Medieval Museum: No 2 
on TripAdvisor’s ‘Things to do in Waterford’. It is 
Ireland’s only medieval museum and the only one 
in Ireland to include two medieval chambers, the 
13th century Choristers’ Hall and the 15th century 
Mayor’s Wine Vault. Highlights include cloth-of-gold 
15th century vestments, the ‘Cap of Maintenance’ 
the only piece of clothing from King Henry VIII’s reign 
to survive in the world and the Great Charter Roll 
from 1373, with the earliest contemporary portrait 
of a medieval English king (Edward III) Audio guides 
and re-enactors. Pre-Covid there were Museum 
Ambassadors dressed in purple situated on 
Cathedral Square. This is the most relevant space in 
which to tell the story of the Walls indoors. 

• Theatre Royal or ‘The People’s Theatre’: A stunning, 
small and intimate Victorian theatre hidden inside 
the Georgian city hall and one of Ireland’s oldest 
theatres. A lynchpin of the planned Cultural Quarter, 
this architectural gem was designed by the architect 
of Waterford’s main public buildings of the time, 
John Roberts.

• Greyfriars Abbey or the French Church: The ruins 
of a Franciscan Monastery from the 13th century 
founded by an Anglo-Norman. It was one of the first 
in Ireland and founded in about 1240. 

• King of the Vikings: This is a VR show about the 
Vikings in Waterford and Ireland in a replica Viking 
house in the grounds of Greyfriars Abbey near 
Reginald’s Tower. It is run by Treasures of Waterford, 
there is a charge, and it can only admit ten people 
per 30-minute show. Outside there is a timber 
reconstruction of a Viking sword and longboat, built 
by a local group. The ship is based on archaeological 
evidence found in the city. Dated about 1050 such 
ships were used on coastal trading routes.   

• Black Friars Abbey: A monastery for Dominican or 
Black Friars, also called Friars Preachers, who were 
introduced into Ireland in 1226. The only existing 
remains are the chancel and the belfry tower. 
Ongoing conservation works by WCCC and WCT 
using a local training initiative.

• The Clock Tower, Meagher’s Quay: This elaborate 
Clock Tower of c1865 was built to provide water for 
horses and is a major landmark in the city. 

• Bishop’s Palace: This building of 1746 facing 
the Mall is now the city history museum. Run by 
Waterford’s Treasures, there is a charge for entry. 
The ground and first floor are furnished as an 18th 
century townhouse while the top floor features 
‘old’ Waterford from 1900-60 and Masterpieces in 
Glass, a re-enactor led experience culminating in 
a 17-minute 4D presentation detailing the history 
of glass making in Waterford. There is a statue of 
Strongbow and Aoife in the grounds erected in 
2014. 

• Cathedral of the Most Holy Trinity is the oldest 
Roman Catholic Cathedral in Ireland. The Cathedral 
was designed by John Roberts, who also built 
Waterford’s Christ Church Cathedral for the Church 
of Ireland. Waterford is the only city in Europe to 
have a Roman Catholic and Protestant Cathedral 
both built by the same man. 

• Christ Church Cathedral Church of Ireland: This was 
built in the 18th century on the site of the original 
cathedral of 1096 and includes fragments of the 
13th century Anglo-Norman cathedral. In 1170 
Strongbow married Aoife, daughter of Diarmaid mac 
Murchadha, King of Leinster here. It offers guided 
tours and has an audio guide and is free to enter. 
There is a proposal to make a Museum of the Dead 
in Cathedral Square as it is sited on a graveyard.  

This section details the existing tourism attraction offering with Waterford City. The Walls are not featured in TripAdvisor’s 
‘What to see and do’ section.
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• Reginald’s Tower: This is the first and only mention 
of the Walls as No 7 on TripAdvisor.  The museum 
is owed and run by the Office of Public Works with 
exhibits from Waterford City Museum service.. 
There is an exhibition on Viking Waterford, a model 
of the city, a few Viking objects including the famous 
Kite Brooch plus a later cannonball lodged within 
the exterior of the Tower from the Cromwellian siege 
of 1650. There is also an Audio Visual available on 
the history of Waterford but at the time of writing the 
Tower is temporarily closed for renovation.  

• Garter Lane Arts Centre: Based in two beautiful 
Georgian buildings in the Cultural Quarter, Garter 
Lane Arts Centre presents a year-round programme 
of the best theatre, music, film, literature, dance, 
visual and children’s art, with the support of the Arts 
Council, Waterford City Council, the Department 
of Social Protection and the centre’s patrons and 
friends. 

• St. Patrick’s Gateway Centre:  This Centre serves 
as a place of worship, Community Centre and 
historic landmark. There has been a church on the 
site since at least 1050 AD, with the current church 
dating back to 1720. St. Patrick’s Gateway Centre is 
situated just inside the old Norman city walls which 
form the western boundary of the site and contains 
archways which linked the City with a mighty 
Fortress called the Citadel, where the present-day 
Garda Station stand

• William Vincent Wallace Plaza:  Viewed from across 
the river, the plaza echoes the spires of the city and 
gives a nautical flavour that echoes the masts and 
sailing ships that once frequented this port. The 
plaza was built as the city’s millennium project in 
2000 and officially opened in 2001. It functions as 
an amenity area and a continuous walkway along 
the edge of the river connects the plaza to Rice 
Bridge and provides a most pleasant walk.  The 
plaza is dedicated to William Vincent Wallace (1812 
- 1865). Wallace, born in Colbeck Street, was one of 
Waterford’s most colourful sons, he is regarded as 
one of the greatest nineteenth century composers 
of English opera.

• Irish Museum of Time: This presents a history of Irish 
clocks in the neo-Gothic church in Greyfriars St It is 
part of the Treasures of Waterford Museums. 

• Irish Silver Museum: Covers the history of silver in 
Ireland and the ceremonies on which silver was used 
such as tea drinking. It is also part of the Treasures 
of Waterford Museums.

• Waterford Central Library: Central Library is the 
main library for Waterford City and provides a range 
of ongoing events and activities, from storytelling 
to photographic exhibitions, music sessions to 
literary competitions, poetry readings to interactive 
workshops, as well as providing meeting and study 
areas and hosting reading groups. Details of all their 
events and activities are posted in the Library and in 
the local press. 

• Waterford Gallery of Art based in a converted 19th 
century Banking Hall home to Waterford s municipal 
art collection

• Church of the Holy Trinity Without: Detached six-
bay double-height Catholic church, c.1810, on a 
cruciform plan set back from road in own grounds 
in Ballybricken.  “Without” when applied to a church 
means outside the city walls. 

• Saint John’s Catholic Church: We are told by 
historians that the abbey of St. John’s was founded 
by King John for the Benedictine Order in the year 
1212 and that in the early part of the thirteenth 
century one of its monks named ‘Walter’ was 
consecrated Bishop of Waterford. The remains of 
the abbey may be seen at the junction of Manor 
Street and Parliament Street. 

 

Historically Significant Visitor Experiences 
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Other attractions include:

• Waterford Crystal Factory Tours: There is an entry 
charge. 

• Apple Market:  This space is central to the 
regeneration of the historic area. 

• Waterford City Marina: Waterford City Marina is 
located in the heart of the city at Custom House 
Parade. Because of its location, there are a wide 
range of shops, restaurants and bars available as 
you step ashore. It has 100 fully serviced berths, 
showers and laundry facilities are also available 
for visitors. The marina is open all year round with 
competitive rates which vary by season.  

Destinations and Attractions 
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• The Waterford Greenway was voted the top thing to 
do in Waterford on TripAdvisor. The 46km biking and 
hiking route from the city to Dungarvan runs along 
a disused railway line with a tunnel and viaducts. 
The Greenway starts at the West Campus of the 
Waterford Institute of Technology with plans to 
extend it to Merchants’ Quay. Over 250,000 people 
had used it in the first six months since opening 
in 2017. For the last four years Waterford Walls 
has been commissioned to produce large scale 
art works on underpasses along the Greenway 
on the theme of nature and there are plans to 
install interpretation about industrial heritage. The 
original Viking settlement at Woodstown which the 
Greenway passes is the subject of an interpretation 
plan.

• A one-hour ‘Epic Tour of the Viking Triangle with 
stops at Reginald’s Tower, Greyfriars Abbey, 
Choristers’ Hall, the Mayor’s Wine Vault and the 
Bishop’s Palace’. These tours are run through 
Waterford’s Treasures. 

• Office of Public Works offers free tours of Greyfriars 
Abbey from Reginald’s Tower daily at 3pm in summer   

• Jack Burtchaell is the leading walking guide in the 
city and runs Waterford Walking Tours, a one-hour 
tour of the Viking Triangle.  He also runs a Waterford 
City Top 10 Walking Tour of 2hrs 30 mins which 
includes, Reginald’s Tower, the Bishop’s Palace, 
and the Viking Quarter. 

• The Civic Trust in partnership with the City Council 
produced a ‘Walking Tour of Historic Waterford’.  
Starting at Reginald’s Tower it covers 54 points of 
interest with a brief description including several 
towers. The trail is based on the Civic Trust’s 
Blue Plaque System and includes the sites of St 
Patrick’s Gate, Turgesius’s Tower, Colbeck Gate 
and the Citadel/the Bastion. The accompanying 
map is quite old but the best one to interpret the 
Viking settlement and medieval walls. https://www.
dooleys-hotel.ie/cmsFiles/self_guided_3_hour_
walking_tour_of_waterford.pdf 

• A Treasure Trail for families has been launched by 
The Treasures of Waterford in which families have 
to solve 12 clues by walking through the Viking 
Triangle. Maps are available from the Bishop’s 
Palace. It is also part of the Freedom of Waterford 
ticket or available on Epic guided walking tours.  
https://www.waterfordtreasures.com/news/
families-are-invited-to-enjoy-a-new-free-treasures-
trail-in-waterford 

• Waterford Guided Street Art Tours:  A 2-hour tour 
of urban street art linked to Waterford Walls where 
100+ artists have decorated walls around the city. 

Walking Routes and Tours

Other tours include:  
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Online and Digital Interpretation
The only digital walking tour at present is run by GPS 
My City, a commercial organisation which covers global 
cities. There are three downloadable mobile phone Apps 
featuring an Introductory Sightseeing Tour (1.6 miles), a 
Historic Buildings Tour (1.2 miles) and a Rainy-day tour. 
None feature the Walls other than Reginald’s Tower. 

There are also plans for digital walks round the Viking 
Triangle and further afield by the Waterford Tourist Office. 
The ‘Explore More’ Waterford App which currently only 
covers rural areas may be extended to the city if funding 
is available.  

There is a recent proposal by the company ‘Emagine’ 
to produce a digital App combining wayfinding with 
interpretation based on personal stories. It covers a route 
with five ‘hero’ and seven ‘supporting’ stops between the 
main attractions but suggests the Walls as an optional 
addition, telling the story of their building through the 
point of view of King John or of a later ordinary citizen. 
Hero stops are Reginald’s Tower, The Mall for Waterford 
Crystal, The Apple Market, the Granville Hotel and the 
Port of Waterford Building.  Supporting stops may be at 
Arundel Square, John Roberts Square, Penrose Lane/
O’Connell Street, Cathedral Square, New Street and 
Stephen Street.   

There are several tours on social media, but these are 
mainly not professionally produced. An example of their 
quality can be judged by https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=3UZ6X437960&ab_channel=OsmoTravel (no 
commentary) 

The jury is still out on whether Apps are little more than 
a fashion or the way ahead for interpretation.  QR codes 
linked to a website seem to be the most established 
form of digital interpretation.  Digital walking tours 
give users more choice and freedom as to length and 
when to participate than fixed tours although however 
clever the technology they lack the personal touch of 
a conventional tour. They also often mean that the user 
is engaging with their phone rather than looking around 
them at the building or view. 

The Walls are not included in Waterford City and County 
Council’s updated version of the leaflet covering 39 
walks in the area.  
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Planned Projects and Funding 

• Waterford has been granted over 27m Euros from 
the second round of the Government’s Urban 
Regeneration and Development fund in 2021 for 
22 projects in the Viking Triangle (7 projects) and 
Cultural Quarter (15 projects). 

• Projects in the Viking Triangle include the creation of 
a new Friary Precinct with housing in the new Friary 
Square, a plaza linking Parade Quay with Greyfriars 
which will allow businesses to open on to Friary 
Square and a linear park at Spring Garden Alley 
opening views of the Walls (St Martin’s Gate). 

• Projects in the Cultural Quarter include:

• Upgrading O’Connell Street linking the Waterford 
whiskey distillery in Mary Street (no plans to open 
to the public) to the city centre: new plazas at the 
entrance into the city over Rice Bridge and at the 
Beach Tower where the Jenkin’s Lane car park 
contains remains of the medieval city walls. 

• The acquisition of 3/4 George’s Street and 25 
O’Connell Street for an innovation hub and creative 
arts studios and city centre housing at Clarendon 
Court. 

• There is a vision to create a linear park at Spring 
Garden Alley, which would open up views of the city 
walls running the length of it. It would connect Lady 
Lane and Spring Garden Alley, with proposals to 
renovate buildings in Lady Lane. 

• There are plans to create a Gateway Plaza at the 
Clock Tower linking in with funding allocated for 
the continuation of the Waterford Greenway to the 
Quays. 

• Waterford was allocated 7.3m Euros in 2018 in the 
first round of funding for infrastructure for Waterford 
North Quays mixed development and Tramore Town 
centre public realm. 

• Waterford is one of Fáilte Ireland’s ‘Destination 
Towns’ where funds are available for interpretation.  
In Waterford, it has developed the ‘Vikings’ Visitor 
Experience Development Plan’ which aims to 
strengthen Waterford’s tourism offering as a Viking 
City within Ireland’s Ancient East. 

• As part of this plan, clusters of Viking experiences 
in Waterford, Wexford and Wicklow are being 
researched under the working title ‘Viking Coast’.

• Fáilte Ireland has also started work on the ‘Castles 
and Conquests’ Visitor Experience Development 
Plan in Waterford, both city and county. 

• The two Waterford city experiences that it is providing 
funding support to are the Bishop’s Palace and King 
of the Vikings. It is also backing Spraoi Festival and 
the St Patrick’s Festival.  

• In 2019 Waterford City received half a million Euros 
under the Destination Town initiative to improve 
visitor awareness of the Viking city through street 
animation, wayfinding, signage for visitor parking 
and lighting and public art to enhance animated 
spaces. 

• The Council has recently successfully applied to 
Fáilte Ireland for a major grant (over 539,000 Euros) 
under its urban animation programme which will 
involve the creation of a 21-location night time 
light trail across the city centre – the ‘City of Light’ 
proposal. There is a strong focus on lighting the 
Walls and towers as they have been identified as an 
‘excellent heritage resource, which remains largely 
underexploited for the tremendous benefit they 
could offer the city: growing visitor numbers and 
boosting the local economy.’ 

There are several funding sources and plans which could help the development of the Walls. They include: 
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• Individual locations include Beach Tower and 
surrounding walls:  The Double Tower; French 
Tower; Reginald’s Tower, the walls around the Mall; 
The Watch Tower; St Martin’s Gate and the walls 
around Manor/Castle Street/Browne’s Lane. 

• The city’s Arts Officer is applying for Government 
funding to turn the area around Beach Tower into an 
outside performance space and for a mobile stage 
which can be moved to ten locations, one of which 
is Jenkin’s Lane. 

• Since 2014 Waterford City and County Council 
has received 49,000 Euros from several sources 
towards conservation of the town walls. 

Adjoining Spaces
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Towers and Gates
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Walls at Bishop’s Palace

Walls Beneath Central Library 

St Martin’s Gate

Reginald’s Tower
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French Tower

Watch Tower

Beach Tower

Castle Street
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SWOT Analysis

Strengths
• Waterford is Ireland’s first and oldest city founded 

by the Vikings in 914 AD. It is the third oldest city in 
Northern Europe after London and Paris. Before the 
end of the 17th century, it was the second largest 
city in Ireland.  

• The Walls fit with the city’s overall branding ‘Explore 
Ireland’s oldest city.’ 

• Waterford is expanding as a place to live and work. 
The county scored in top place in the first analysis of 
all counties in Ireland as best places to live in 2021.  
The analysis was based on four criteria: house 
prices, proximity to a city, natural amenities and 
amount of sunshine. It scored 74 points out of 100, 
five more than its nearest competitor, Co.Wexford.

• Waterford is one of Ireland’s fastest growing tourism 
destinations. 

• The Walls have become part of the fabric and 
grain of the city. They run through school grounds; 
they prop up houses and gardens as is illustrated 
in Manor Street; they can be found in the central 
library where a glass floor was inserted above the 
wall in 2004 and in Penney’s Department Store. The 
Reg Bar, one of the city’s premier night spots has 
featured Walls within the premises. The Walls also 
appear in Grady’s Pub (St. John’s Bridge) and there 
are vestiges of the Walls in front of the Bishop’s 
Palace and at the Theatre Royal. 

• The Walls are a landmark for local people who pass 
them in their everyday lives. They add to a sense of 
history and of place.  

• Unlike many tourist attractions the presence of the 
Walls delivers benefits as much to local people as 
to tourists. 

• The Walls help tell the story of Waterford’s place in 
Irish history and its international connections as a 
port city with a variety of languages and visitors, 
same as now.

• There has been significant investment in tourism 
related infrastructure in recent years notably through 
the Treasures of Waterford initiative 

• The Viking Triangle launched in 2012 is a good fit 
with the story of the Walls 

• Waterford’s Walls are the most extensive and 
intact medieval urban walls in Ireland. Their strory 
leads Waterford’s history through the Norman and 
medieval periods and beyond linking it to the 18th 
century renewal of the city.

• The Walls have a place in the story of medieval 
Ireland – sieges, warlords, defining territories and 
divided loyalties. 

• Modern streets still follow the Viking layout of the 
settlement.  

• The Walls provide the best evidence visually of the 
city’s heritage. 

• Most of the city’s main attractions are within the 
medieval core of the city and are relevant to the 
medieval history of the city. 

• The Walls provide a way of distributing visitors 
around the city and away from tourist hotspots.   

To summarise the research process, an analysis of the Waterford City Walls’ Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and 
Threats was undertaken. 
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• Many locals are either unaware of the Walls or take 
them for granted: the central library for example 
receives few enquiries about them from the public. 
People discover them accidentally.  

• The Walls are an incomplete circuit and it is not 
possible to walk along the top of them 

• Most of the best stretches of Wall are some distance 
away from the main areas of high footfall, largely 
around the towers. 

• There is no obvious and accessible route to ‘walk 
the walls’. For the time-poor visitor, and most locals, 
expecting them to follow the full circuit of over 
three hours with some navigational challenges is 
unrealistic.  

• The Walls are not included as a project in many 
city strategies such as the five-year Heritage Plan. 
There is a brief mention in the latest tourism vision 
‘A short stroll alongside a section of the medieval 
city wall takes visitors from Reginald’s Tower to a 
15th Century wine vault underneath the Medieval 
Museum and onwards to the Bishop’s Palace and 
the Cathedral.’ 

• There is very limited promotion of the Walls to visitors 
to the city 

• Waterford has several competing and under-used 
remains such as abbeys to tell the medieval element 
of the city’s story. 

• Other than conservation, planning protection and 
repair, the Walls have become an undervalued and 
under-promoted resource in recent years. 

Weaknesses

• The Walls have great potential in the longer term 
especially as a backdrop for contemporary activities 
such as outdoor performances. It is a case of 
phasing interpretation with the first stage being 
improving the infrastructure. Priority should be given 
to lighting and to creating a few pleasant green 
spaces beside them where people can relax. 

• Potential, easily accessible interventions add to the 
sustainability of the sites as part of a broader policy 
of introducing more green amenity spaces into the 
city through Pocket Parks and Community Gardens, 
in line with WCCC ‘Greening the City’ strategy.  This 
would also link into Active Travel aspirations. 

• The Walls remain a forgotten asset especially to 
local people. Unless positive action is identified 
and taken, impediments to full public access could 
worsen.

• The volume of current development overwhelms 
the Walls. Threats to specific stretches of the 
Walls which could affect access and interpretation 
include collapse, barring access, ownership, and 
development pressures.

• New interventions can be designed to ensure there 
is access for people with disabilities/limited mobility.  

• Communities will play an increasing role as ownership 
and involvement in delivering the interpretation plan 
progresses. Skills that are provided to help aid this 
will be transferable and in turn provide a positive 
ripple effect.  

• A dramatic stretch of Wall offers a backdrop for a 
‘selfie’. This can be enhanced further by appropriate 
artwork. 

• Generate a circuit linking Muesums to Library to 
School to Cultural Quarter

• History is subject to fashion. There is a danger that 
medieval history falls off the curriculum. 

• Maintenance of any initiative is dependent on 
funding. It is easier to attract funding for new 
initiatives and for capital spend. 

Opportunities  

Threats
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B.   Interpretative Approach
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A Contemporary City Rooted in History

The Towers (Go To) – positioned along the walls, 
each lovingly conserved tower has its own physical 
characteristics, its own name, its own stories and in 
effect, its own personality.  How can we bring these 
personalities to the surface, strengthen their identities 
and breathe new life in and around them?  Working with 
those living and working in the vicinity, a positive sense of 
ownership and pride in each tower should be nurtured.  
Where possible the towers and the spaces around 
them should be appropriately equipped to sustain small 
activities.  And then the towers should be creatively 
brought to life as mini destinations.  Activators could be 
performance (music, drama, poetry, dance, storytelling, 
installations, film), refreshment (pop up cafés, cooking 
demos, soup kitchens), commerce (a jeweller, a potter, a 
painter, a barber) or the community (gardens, meetings, 
playgroups, prayer groups, yoga classes, reading 
groups, art classes).

The Gates (Go Through) – while these vital structures 
have long since gone, the presence of the gates can 
in places, still be felt.  Waterford has largely retained 
its medieval street pattern and as such, the location 
of its gateways nearly all remain places of movement.  
At some of these points the walls remain visible and at 
others attractive limestone paving has been recently 
installed to demarcate the gateway location.  How can 
we further emphasise a sensation of transition from 
within to without the walled city? 

The Stretches and Spaces (Go Along) – in some places 
Waterford’s medieval walls reveal themselves to the 
city.  Often along forgotten alleyways behind buildings, 
they are never-the-less there to be found.  Some of 
the spaces around them are grey (roads, car parks 
and yards) and some of the spaces are green (verges, 
parks and graveyards).  Yet almost all are bursting with 
potential for a more exciting use, providing space for 
people and in doing so,  bringing the walls back to life 
and back into the lives of the public. 

The Hidden Walls (Go Find) – finally much of the 
medieval walls are not visible to the public eye, be they 
concealed and buried within buildings, or simply gone. 
However, rare glimpses are possible, often in the most 
unexpected of places – alongside diners, underneath 
library shelves, behind theatre stages or between the 
racks of clothes. These stretches of wall are special, like 
a treasure found.  The stories these wise stones tell are 
not so old, but of the everyday and of the lives of people 
around them. 

Waterford is blessed with the most extensive and intact medieval urban walls in Ireland. Fortified with their towers and gates, 
they have witnessed stirring national and international events as well as being part of the framework of local life over the 
centuries. They reflect the city’s status as well as its need for defence in past centuries. They have expanded, changed and 
been demolished according to the needs and priorities of the evolving city. Although now physically conserved, perhaps 
because they are so much part of the fabric of the city, they have largely been forgotten and under-realised as a city asset.
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Interpretive Goals, Concepts 
& Take Home Messages

• Make local people aware that they are living, working 
and socialising within a walled city, enhancing their 
sense of place.

• Make visitors aware of the Walls allowing them to 
explore and experience the city in new and unusual 
ways.

• Use stretches of wall as a backdrop for outdoor 
events and integrate these into Waterford’s Festivals 
programme.

• Tell key stories associated with the Walls and put 
them into the context of everyday life in the medieval 
city and of national events, on the ground and 
digitally.

• Outline the infrastructure and management required 
to tell the story of the Walls effectively 

• Highlight the links with other amenities, visitor 
attractions, public realm developments and 
interpretative schemes already in place or planned 
for the city.

• Past lives lie below your feet.

• The Walls helped protect people from danger during 
attacks, sieges and epidemics. They kept out 
people that the city did not want and raised money 
for the maintenance and expansion of the Walls by 
taxing goods coming into the city.

• The Walls were a status symbol and a matter of civic 
pride. They signalled to the world that this was a city 
which was wealthy and ‘going places’.

• The Walls have developed, and their uses changed 
over time. They have shaped the modern city centre.

• Living within the Walls was cramped and confining. 
Many people had to police the Walls at night, often 
a cold and lonely job.

• As the population expanded, the Walls had to be 
extended. They were finally knocked down when 
they became a traffic hazard: they had also served 
their purpose.

Concepts

The Interpretative Goals for Waterford’s Medieval City Walls can be summed up as:

A contemporary city rooted in the past

An inside/outside city
Those experiencing the Walls will not be aware of the concepts but they provide the underpinning logic for themes and the 
selection of stories

Themes and Take Home Messages

People usually learn and remember three things from a visit. Possibilities for Waterford might include:
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Interpretative Approach 
Many people discover the Walls by accident and the 
key is partly to nudge them onwards through maps 
or signage to the next good stretch. The Walls can be 
seen as the city’s spine. A more subtle message is the 
extent that the Walls are woven into the fabric of the city 
even propping up individual buildings. Inviting visitors 
to explore some of the surrounding medieval lanes or 
even part of the High Street strengthens the concept of 
inside/outside with rebels being outsiders. Who are the 
rebels in the city now?

There is a need for conventional interpretation at a few 
places where people congregate. This gives an overview 
of the story of the evolution of the Walls, the purpose 
that they served, their fate over time etc. The text should 
be motivational as much as informative – encouraging 
visitors to explore the inner city and look for walls and 
towers for themselves with photographs to show what 
the walls and towers look like. This could be replicated 
in green spaces where visitors can relax with a short 
description of the walls/ towers that they can see and 
highlighting the next good stretch to find with a small 
map of the area.

Otherwise, consideration should be given to extending 
the Civic Trust’s blue plaques and metal Walls signage 
with the production of a physical or web-based map to 
explain the numbering. Thereafter other interpretative 
devices such as quotations or artworks may be used as 
part of landscaping.

Some useful tips for interpretation include.

• Start from the familiar – what both locals and visitors 
understand e.g. need for isolation during times of 
disease, gated communities.

• Use local names or nicknames where possible e.g. 
Mr Wyse’s Tower

• Any written interpretation is now required to be dual 
language by law. This reduces what one can say to 
a maximum of 150 words in each language on a 
standard board.

• Given the above and that the audience is local more 
than international, there is no immediate need to 
translate into other languages. Most people have a 
smattering of English so should manage to get the 
context if the language is kept simple and jargon-
free.  If there is strong demand an app can be used 
to provide translations. 
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• Images or artists’ impressions help a lot in conveying 
information and stimulating people’s imagination. 
Maps should focus on the immediate area and 
where the next good stretch of wall or tower is and 
how to get there.

• Some people find reading a map difficult and few 
can carry complex, map-based information in their 
heads. 

• It may be possible to pull out some of the detail of 
Willem Van Der Hagen’s View of Waterford in 1736, 
the city’s earliest landscape. (Waterford’s Treasures).

• Consideration should be given to recruiting a 
professional graphic design/branding company at an 
early point in the implementation process. They will 
be able to advise on the pros and cons of developing 
a separate brand for the Walls, set the style, look 
and feel so that all forms of communication are part 
of the same family, and their creative input can be 
invaluable.

• Personalise stories where possible e.g. King John 
indulging in too much salmon. 

• Get people to use their own imagination e.g. 
envisage what it would be like if you were doing 
guard duty on a rainy February night? What might 
the men have gossiped about in the guard room in 
a tower?   

• Good stretches of Wall are at the entrance to Spring 
Valley Alley and the area around Railway Square/
Castle Street where there are three surviving towers 
- Watch Tower, Double Tower and French Tower and 
a section of walls forming the entrance to Waterford 
Old Town from the Cork/Tramore road.
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Interpretative Proposals
It is proposed to bring forward a range of interpretation initiatives and projects for Waterford’s City Walls over the next 5 – 10 
years. These are structured under the following headings:

 

 1. Enhance the Setting of the Walls

 2. Interpret the Walls

 3. Promote the Walls as an Experience

 4. Use the Walls as a Backdrop
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1. Enhance the Setting of the Walls

a. Declutter setting of Reginald’s Tower

b. Reduce vegetation by walls at Bishop’s Palace

c. Implement a ‘Spring Garden Park’ along Spring 
Garden Alley, with interpretive features, lighting and 
spaces

d. Connect Saint Martin’s Gate and Waterford Central 
Library

e. Declutter, light and interpret walls at St Joseph’s 
Special School 

f. Light and interpret walls at St John’s Church 

g. Mark site of Saint John’s Gate through road redesign 
and public realm

h. Redesign public space from Watch Tower and 
Railway Square to Double Tower and Castle Street, 
including amphitheatre space, lighting, interpretation, 
road redesign, public realm and major gateway art 
installation.

i. Enable access to French Tower and enhance 
setting via terraced landscape, pathways, lighting and 
interpretation

j. Mark site of Newgate through road redesign and public 
realm

k. Interpret walls and improve visibility at De La Salle 
School

l. Mark site of Saint Patrick’s Gate with road redesign, 
public realm and art installation.

m. Create major new event space at Beach Tower and 
Jenkin’s Lane

n. Mark site of St Turgesius’s Gate with road redesign, 
public realm, lighting and art installation.

o. Mark site of Arundel Gate with lighting and art 
installation

p. Mark site of Keyser’s Gate with road redesign, public 
realm, lighting and art installation. 

Setting Proposals
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Art Installation, Carcassone

Lincoln Castle after dark

Play at Leeds Castle 

Volterra AD 1398 Festival, Italy
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2. Interpret the Walls

a. Interpret missing sections of the full wall circuit through 
the use of artworks, lighting and interpretative signage. 

b. Produce a good, motivational panel introducing the 
Walls, their history, purpose, times of drama eg sieges, 
how ordinary people might have felt about living inside 
them and inviting visitors to explore for themselves. Link 
to detailed web-based information and map. Erect at 
key visitor entry points.

c. Reuse tower spaces, possibly as small museums as 
in the Micklegate in York where Yorvik opened a small 
museum featuring Kings Richard III and Henry VII, or as 
pop-up cafes, community spaces or studio workspaces 
especially where there is a link to contemporary 
Waterford e.g. glassblowing.

d. Invite children to dress up and attack or defend the 
Walls. This needs to be co-ordinated with the Museums 
Service and initially could be trialled as an event in 
Heritage Week. 

e. Play with the concept of walls inside/outside, 
boundaries, territory - walls and disputed territories in 
recent times e.g. Northern Ireland peace walls, Berlin 
Wall, Jerusalem’s Wailing Wall as disputed territory: This 
could be a contemporary artwork against setting of a 
stretch of wall.

f. Add flags and pennants to walls and towers, perhaps 
featuring important family crests. There may, however, 
be maintenance issues.

g. Produce a short, guided walks leaflet linked to the 
Medieval Museum – inside/outside.

h. Produce a short timeline of the history of the walls 
inset into paving.

i. Recreate one of the missing gates into the city to 
enhance the feeling of inside/outside, although not too 
literally. Some cities have used physical infrastructure 
such as studs in the roadway but there may be more 
technological ways of achieving this e.g light. 

j. Demonstrate the true height of a stretch of Wall. 

k. Install a giant trebuchet or siege engine to demonstrate 
how the walls were stormed. This also provides a good 
photo opportunity.

l. Reinstate the best detailed description of the Walls 
and towers on Waterford City and County website. See 
https://web.archive.org/web/20141122051121/http://
www.waterfordcity.ie/city/walls/semi-lunar-tower.htm for 
the original on Waterford City website.

m. The archaeological excavations are part of the 
story of the Walls. They bring together what we know 
and don’t yet know about them. We discover the 
past when we build for the future – most excavations 
relate to the use of land for development. People like a 
puzzle and putting it together. There should be plenty 
of opportunities over the next few years to interpret 
specific digs given the amount of development planned 
for the city. Archaeologists have increasing experience 
of involving local people and schools in their work in 
imaginative ways and this can be built on by the Council 
developing a more general panel on some of the above 
city-wide stories to be displayed alongside information 
on the specific dig.

n. Commission an illustrator to draw the Walls as they 
were in medieval times and circulate widely. 

o. Create shadowy light effects so that visitors can look 
through an arrow slit into a tower depicting an impression 
of a family living there in the 19th century or a medieval 
guard room.

p. Recreate the old towers skylines where feasible, with 
the use of timber crenellations and other devices. 

q. Renew Walls exhibition in Waterford Central Library.
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a. Promote the Walls internally to Council staff and 
partner organisations through a series of short 
presentations.  This presentation could also be offered 
to partner organisations 

b. Recruit champions of the Walls (such as the Civic 
Trust’s Desmond Griffin).  

c. A similar series of presentations with individuals 
that engage face to face with visitors e.g. tour guides, 
receptionists of main hotels, museum receptionists, 
tourist office staff

d. Produce a good modern map of the Walls highlighting 
places to spend time in and how to find them.

e. Encourage anyone both in the public and private 
sectors with an involvement with visitors to mention 
the Walls as something to see/visit as part of their own 
promotion.   

f. Put on free guided walks and talks as part of Heritage 
Week and ‘Behind Closed doors’ including opening up 
one or two of the towers.

g. Develop a mini travelling exhibition to be displayed 
in libraries and other places where the public gather 
throughout the region.

h. Set up a Medieval Walls Committee of Council staff 
with an interest in promoting or managing the Walls. As 
well as community representation. WCCC staff might 
include Councillors, representatives from Museum/
Economic Development/Tourism/Planning/Architects/
Conservation/Cultural Heritage. This list, which could 
be added to, serves to demonstrate how caring for 
and promoting the Walls touches on so many Council 
responsibilities although there is merit in keeping the 
Committee overseeing development smaller than ten in 
membership

3. Promote the Walls as an Experience

j. In the longer term set up Friends of the Walls group 
from the nearby community to manage the green spaces 
around specific stretches of Wall. Develop an ‘Adopt a 
tower scheme’.  

j. Break down the Walls into manageable sections and 
promote a few stretches that are accessible from where 
footfall is greatest.

k. Develop updated and enriched learning about the 
walls for outreach use by educationalists.

l. Create communty gardens and pocket parks in 
adjacent land to the walls.

m. Establish an ‘Adopt a Tower’ scheme, encouraging 
local and business buy in to their care. 

n. Host an international conference of the Irish Walled 
Towns Network. 

o. Recruit a Medieval Walls Coordinator, reporting to the 
Medieval Walls Committe and managing delivery of the 
strategy.
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4. Use the Walls as a Backdrop

a. Treat a conserved stretch of Wall as a backdrop for 
events and Festivals.

b. Build a piece of children’s adventure play equipment 
modelled on a stretch of wall with a high-level walkway, 
arrow slits etc

c. Use Beach Tower as a basic artist’s studio or exhibition 
space, in line with the development of the Cultural 
Quarter. 

d. Recreate the original full Walls using temporary 
materials and have people experience living inside and 
outside the walls for a weekend festival. (Suggestion 
from consultation)

e. Hold an event where people are asked to live like a 
Norman inside the Walls for a day. (Suggestion from 
consultation)

f. Free walking tours for local people around their stretch 
of the Walls. 

g. Use a stretch of Wall as an outdoor cinema e.g at 
Jenkin’s Lane.

h. Develop a Viking or medieval themed festival with 
boats sailing up the river, re-enactments etc

i. Dress one tower as suitable for school visits – quizzes, 
dressing up box, typical weapons etc

j. Explore with Waterford Walls whether they could 
project one or more of their murals on a medieval theme 
on to a stretch of Wall without damaging it.

k. Produce a short Council guide for event organisers 
as to what is permitted around the Walls and details of 
specific location

l. Do more about St Patrick’s Day as invented and 
popularised by a monk born and brought up in Waterford. 
Light the Walls green.

m. Include a medieval food event in the Harvest Festival

n. Walk or ride the boundaries of the Viking city.

o. Develop a summer Son et Lumiere on a stretch of 
Walls

p. Give the towers a personality starting with a more 
characterful name such as Leaning Liam or Ballybricken 
Bob. The name could be chosen by a local school,  
community group or even be the subject of a competition 
in a local newspaper. 

q. Hold an annual medieval festival - enclose the city as it 
was once within its Walls. The idea is to turn it back once 
a year on the model of the Italian city of Volterra’s 1398 
Festival (Suggestion from public consultation)

r. Have dedicated areas for photo opportunities - social 
media linkage.
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Dunbar Battery, Scotland

Light Show, Jerusalem

Brodick Castle, Scotland

Heidentor Carnuntum, Austria 
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Street Stall, Estonia

Children’s Event, London

Jousting, Fingal Show

Wall Sculpture, Bristol
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C.   Delivery & Action Plan
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Consistency – The walls and their towers pass through 
many parts of the city and through lands owned by many 
different organisations and individuals.  It will therefore 
be important to introduce a degree of consistency in 
how they are managed and interpreted.  A consistency 
in approach will greatly aid the degree to which the 
walls can be better recognised and understood within 
Waterford, both for the local and the visitor alike. 

It is proposed that a Walls Committee is established 
to regularly meet and oversee delivery of this strategy. 
This group should be drawn from officers and elected 
members of Waterford City and County Council, plus 
other key stakeholders as appropriate.    The committee 
should take key decisions on the prioritisation of projects 
and monitor their implementation and success.    The 
committee should also perform a ‘horizon scanning’ 
function, identifying new opportunities for funding and 
initiatives. 

Consideration should be given to the creation of a new 
role of Walls Coordinator who will report to the committee 
and become the main point of contact for all activities 
relating the to the medieval walls. 

Resources – It is important that interventions along the 
walls are adequately resourced.  This will include capital 
costs of delivery and the revenue costs of maintaining 
and proactively managing the walls.  Funding should be 
drawn from a range of sources, including government 
schemes, council budgets and private funding through 
organisations.

Participation – As demonstrated through the public 
survey, the walls belong to the people of Waterford.  
Every opportunity should therefore be found to actively 
involve citizens and local groups in the care, promotion 
and use of the walls.   

Quality – No interpretative measures should be 
contemplated unless they can achieve a very high 
standard of quality.  As demonstrated elsewhere in the 
city (e.g. public realm works), high quality interventions 
emit positive messages about the place and the care 
the city has for its environment.  Budgets must not be 
‘spread thinly’ but targeted at high quality initiatives only. 
To achieve this the input of professional designers, artists, 
architects, landscape architects, lighting specialists etc 
will be required.  

Creativity – If we are not careful, medieval Walls could be 
staid, unimaginative and unengaging.  Creativity will be 
the secret ingredient of interpreting the Walls, harnessing 
the energetic creative talents that already exist within 
the city.   While taking a strategic approach is essential, 
room must be made for creative spontaneity, expression 
and fun and relevance to a modern audience.

C. Delivery and Action Plan 
The Interpretation Strategy has set out the Interpretive Approach for Waterford’s City Walls and series of proposed initiatives 
and projects.  In this section we outline a series of key considerations for delivery of interpretation along Waterford’s Walls. 
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The following Action Plan sets out all projects proposed for Waterford’s Walls, along with a timeframe for their delivery, 
an indicative budget and key notes. 

This Action Plan should be regarded as a ‘live document’ constantly monitored and updated. 

KEY

Priority Level – This sets out the strategic priority of the project to meet wider objectives

H = High
M = Medium
L = Low

Delivery Timeframe -  This indicates how long it would take to deliver the action once initiated

S = Short (Days or Weeks)
M = Medium (Months)
L = Long (Over a Year)

Budget Parameter – This provides an approximate indication of relative capital and revenue costs

€ = 0 – 1000 Euro 
€€ = 1000 – 50,000 Euro  
€€€ = 50,000 – 200,000 Euro 
€€€€ - Over 200,000 Euro

WCC Lead - This identifies sections of Waterford City and County Council likely to lead the Council’s specific input

AR - Architecture   AT - Arts
CV - Conservation   CM - Communications
CI - Creative Ireland   CQ - Cultural Quarter    
CU - Cultural    EC - Economic Development
EV - Environment   MU- Museums    
PL - Planning    PR - Public Realm   
TR - Tourism

Key Partners – This identifies organisations likely to have a key role to play in project delivery   

AC – Arts Community   BC – Business Community
CG – Community Groups & Residents FI – Fáilte Ireland 
HC – Heritage Council   IWTN- Irish Walled Towns Network
OPW – Office of Public Works  NMS- National Monument Service
SCH – Schools     WIT - Colleges
WCT – Waterford Civic Trust

Action Plan for Delivery 
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1. Enhance the Setting of the Walls
Project Priority 

Level
Delivery 
Timeframe

Budget 
Parameter

WCC 
Lead

Key 
Partners 

a Declutter setting of Reginald’s Tower H S € PR OPW

b Reduce vegetation by Bishop’s Palace 
walls to reveal walls

H S € EV

c Implement a ‘Spring Garden Park’ along 
Spring Garden Alley, with interpretative 
features, lighting and spaces.

H L € € € € PR CG

d Connect site of St. Martin’s Gate and 
Waterford Central Library.

H L € € € € PR

e Declutter, illuminate and interpret walls at 
St. John’s Special School.

M M € € € PR SCH

f Declutter, illuminate and interpret walls at 
St. John’s Church.

M M € € € CV, EV CG

g Mark site of St. John’s Gate through road 
re-design and public realm.

M M € € € PR WCT 

h Redesign public space from Watch Tower 
and Railway Square to Double Tower 
and Castle Street, including amphitheatre 
space, lighting, interpretation, road 
redesign and public realm.

M L € € € € PR OPW

i Enable access to French Tower and 
enhance setting via terraced landscape, 
pathways, installation of walkway, lighting 
and interpretation.

H L € € € € PR WCT

j Mark site of Newgate through road 
redesign and public realm

M M € € € PR

k Interpret walls and improve visibility at De 
La Salle School

M M € € € PR SCH, 
WCT 

l Mark site of Saint Patrick’s Gate with road 
redesign, public realm and art installation.

M M € € € PR

m Create major new event space at Beach 
Tower and Jenkin’s Lane.

H L € € € € PR AC

(Clockwise from Reginald’s Tower)
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Project Priority 
Level

Delivery 
Timeframe

Budget 
Parameter

WCC 
Lead

Key 
Partners 

n Mark site of St Turgesius’s Gate with road 
redesign, public realm, lighting and art
installation.

M M € € € PR

o Mark site of Arundel Gate with lighting and 
art installation. 

M M € € € PR

p Mark site of Keyser’s Gate with road 
redesign, public realm, lighting and art 
installation.

M M € € € PR

q Continue the theme of the Walls in public 
seating and other street furniture e.g. 
Norman ship seating.

M M € € € PR
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Project Priority 
Level

Delivery 
Timeframe

Budget 
Parameter

WCC 
Lead

Key 
Partners

a Interpret missing sections of the full wall 
circuit

H S € € AT, CV, 
PR,

WCT

b Produce a motivational interpretation panel.  
Linked to detailed web-based information 
and map. Erect at key visitor entry points.

H S € € PR

c Re-use tower spaces for pop - up uses. M S-M € CI AC, BC, 
CG, WCT

d Organise child focused wall events. M S € - € € CI CG, SCH, 
WCT 

e Commission contemporary artwork to 
juxtapose against Walls.

M S € AT, CQ AC

f Add flags to towers and wooden pennants 
to towers.

M S € € EV OPW, 
NMS

g Produce a short-guided walks leaflet. H S € € CV, TR

h Install Walls timeline in paving. M M € € PR

i Recreate / Interpret a missing gate. M M € € PR AC

j Demonstrate true height of a Wall. M M € € AR / 
CV

AC

k Install a trebuchet or siege engine. M M € € PR WCT

l Reinstate online interpretation of the Walls. H S € CM

m Archaeological excavations – sharing their 
work imaginatively.

M S € LIB, 
PL

HC, OPW

n Commission illustrator to draw the Walls of 
medieval times.

H S € CV AC

o Shadow play/light effects in towers. M S € € AT, CQ AC

p Recreate old tower skylines. M M € € CV, AR AC, OPW

q Renew Walls exhibition in Waterford 
Central Library

H S € € Lib

2. Interpret the Walls 
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Project Priority 
Level

Delivery 
Timeframe

Budget 
Parameter

WCC 
Lead

Key 
Partners 

a Promote walls within WC&CC and local 
Tourist Office via presentation

H S € CV, CQ, 
EC, TR, 

FI

b Recruit champions for the walls H S € CI AC, BC, 
CG, WCT

c Promote walls to tourism industry via 
presentation

M S € € EC, TR FI, BC

d Produce visitor map of the walls H S € € CV, TR FL

e Integrate walls into other promotional 
activities (public & private sector)

M S € EC BC

f Conduct free promotional guided tours H S € € TR WCT

g Develop travelling mini exhibition M S € € CV SCH

h Establish Medieval Walls Committee H S € CV WCT

i Establish Friends of the Walls Group M S € € CV AC, BC, 
CG, WCT

j Develop smaller stretches of wall walks 
where accessibility is best

M S € PR

k Develop updated/enriched learning about 
walls for outreach use by educationalists

M S € € LIB SCH

l Creation of Community Gardens and 
Pocket Parks in adjacent land to walls

M M € € € PR CG

m ‘Adopt a Tower’ scheme M S € EC BC, CG

n Host International conference of Irish 
Walled Towns Network

M S € € CV, EC, 
TR

IWTN

o Recruit a Medieval Walls Coordinator H S € € CI, CQ

3. Promote the Walls as an Experience
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Project Priority 
Level

Delivery 
Timeframe

Budget 
Parameter

WCC 
Lead

Key 
Partners

a Treat a conserved stretch as backdrop for 
festivals and events.

H S € - € € AT, CQ AC

b Build children’s adventure play space 
based on section of wall with high level 
walkway, arrow slits etc

M M € € € AR, PR

c Use Beach Tower as an artist’s studio 
or exhibition space, in line with Cultural 
Quarter development

M S € € AT, CI, 
CQ 

AC

d Recreate full walls using temporary 
materials and have people experience living 
within/out as part of a weekend festival

M S € € CI AC, SCH, 
WCT 

e Hold an event where people are asked to 
live like a Norman inside the Walls for a 
day.

M S € € CI HC, WCT

f Free walking tours for local people around 
their stretch of the Walls.

CI BC, CG, 
WCT 

g Use a stretch of wall for outdoor cinema 
e.g Jenkin’s Lane

H S € € CI AC

h Develop a medieval/Viking themed festival 
with re-enactments and boats on river

M S € € € CI, EC AC, BC, 
WCT

i Dress one tower and kit out with dressing 
up box, typical weapons for educational 
visits.

M S € MU, TR SCH, 
WCT

j Liaise with Waterford Walls to project a 
medieval mural design onto wall

M S € CQ, CU AC

k Produce a concise Council guide for event 
organisers as to what is permitted around 
the walls and at parts

H S € EC, PL

l Expand St. Patrick’s Day, inc lighting walls 
green.

M S € € EC, TR AC, BC, 
CG, WCT 

m Host a medieval food event in the Harvest 
Festival

M S € € EC, TR BC

n Walk or ride the boundaries of the Viking 
city

M S € CUL CG, WCT

o Develop a summer Son et Lumiere on a 
section of wall

M M € € EC, TR

4. Use the Walls as a Backdrop
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Project Priority 
Level

Delivery 
Timeframe

Budget 
Parameter

WCC 
Lead

Key 
Partners 

p Give the towers a personality, characterful 
name chosen by local school or 
competition

M S € AR, LB CG, SCH, 
COL,

q Planning approval conditions for 
development near the Walls should require 
interpretation connected to their plans. 
Walls should feature in Development Plan.

H S € PL

r Have dedicated areas for photo 
opportunities - social media linkage.

H S € CM
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